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Outline of Talk
• Is the world running out of fossil fuels?
• Why energy is a high-tech industry
• What is the unconventional natural gas revolution?
• How has it impacted the US and global energy 

landscape?
• Increased use of natural gas in electricity sector

• Greenhouse gas emissions implications
• Exporting natural gas versus extraction technology
• Impact on US and global coal markets
• Impact on US renewable energy markets
• Alternative uses of US natural gas

• Power sector and transportation sector uses
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The History of the Future 
Fossil Fuels

• “The amazing exhibition of oil for the past quarter century 
is only a temporary and vanishing phenomenon—one 
which young men will live to see come to its natural end.”
• State geologist of PA in 1885

• At the same time, Standard Oil executive John Archbold
said that the chances of finding a large oil field in 
Oklahoma “are at least one hundred to one against it” and 
that if he was wrong, “I’ll drink every gallon produced west 
of the Mississippi!”

• Similar statements continue to be made to the present 
time, most popular is so called “Peak Oil” view
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Energy:  A High-Tech Industry
• Energy is a derived from demand for service provided 

by an energy-consuming appliance
• Lighting, heating, cooling, computer, television, and transport
• Energy is not directly consumed like hamburgers

• BTU arbitrage is driving this trend in US
• Capital good converts heat energy (BTUs) into service consumer 

desires (e.g., lighting, space heating and cooling, transportation)

• Consumers purchase capital good with lowest levelized cost
• Technical change reduces levelized cost of service

• Increases range of energy sources that can be used to 
provide service

• Increases amount of each energy source
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What are Proven Reserves 
of Fossil Fuels?

Proven Reserves of Oil and Natural Gas

Just What are Proven Reserves?

• Estimate of resource that is recoverable using
– Existing technology 
– At a pre-specified price

• Technological change continually occurring in 
exploration, extraction, and recovery of oil, natural 
gas, and other fossil fuels

• Technological increase range of energy sources 
that can be used to provide a given energy service
– Compressed natural gas (CNG) and biofuels in 

transportation sector

Reserves Are An Economic Commodity

• “The total mineral in the earth is an irrelevant non-binding 
constraint.  If expected finding-development costs exceed 
the expected net revenues, investment dries up and the 
industry disappears.  Whatever is left in the ground is 
unknown, probably unknowable, but surely unimportant; a 
geological fact of no economic interest.”
—Morris Adelman, noted energy economist

• Estimates of world oil “ultimate reserves” based on 
something that creators of these numbers do not know:  
future science and technology
– Ultimate reserves are fundamentally unknowable and guesses are 

bound to be wrong
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Technical Change versus Depletion

• While it cannot be denied that oil and natural 
gas reserves are being consumed
– Technological change continually adds to reserves

• Continual competition between 
technological change and depletion of oil 
and gas reserves extracted using existing 
technology at current prices
– Until recently technological change appears to be 

winning

Don’t Bet Against Innovation
• In 1980 Julian Simon (economist) bet against 

Paul Ehrlich (biologist) that any basket of 5 
metals (chosen by Ehrlich) worth $1000 in 1980 
would be worth less in real dollars in 1990

Metal 1980 price
(1980 dollars) 

1990 price
(1980 dollars) 

Percentage 
change 

Copper (195.56 lbs.) $200 $163 -18.5% 

Chrome (51.28 lbs.) $200 $120 -40% 

Nickel (63.52 lbs.) $200 $193 -3.5% 

Tin (229.1 lbs.) $200 $56 -72% 

Tungsten (13.64 lbs.) $200 $86 -57% 

• In 1990, Ehrlich lost the bet and paid change 
in price of $576.07 to Simon

• Question—Would Simon win the bet for 2013 
to 2023?

Unconventional Natural Gas: An 
Example of How Technological 
Change Overcomes Depletion

Recent Innovation in Natural Gas Extraction
Hydraulic Fracturing and Horizontal Drilling

(Shale Gas)
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US Natural Gas Supply

Difficult to predict where and when innovation will occur

Tight gas is 
another 
source of 
unconventional 
natural gas 

2004
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US Monthly Shale Gas Production

This Energy Source Surprised Even the Most 
Respected Energy Sector Observers

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Is Essential to 
California’s Energy Future
December 2004  

“…at current rates of consumption in the 
United States and Canada, the estimated 
natural gas reserves in North America are 
expected to run out in fewer than 15 years.

“Although it is unclear if natural gas prices 
higher than $5.50/MMBTU… will continue into 
the future, it is difficult to imagine prices ever 
getting below the breakeven price for an LNG 
facility on the Pacific Coast.”

16

Major North American Shale Gas Plays
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Monthly U.S. Natural Gas Withdrawals 
(January 1997 to March 2013)

Real Price of Natural Gas at Henry Hub 
(March 2013 Dollars)
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Global Implications of Technological 
Change in US Natural Gas Industry

Increasing Role of Gas in US Power Sector
Share of Total US Generation by Input Fuel

20
In April 2012, Coal provided 34% and Natural Gas 32% of Total US Generation
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What Explains Increasing US Gas Use?

– Economics favors natural gas-fired generation 
versus coal-fired generation
• Average heat rate of typical coal-fired unit significantly larger than 

that for combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) unit
– Heat Rate = MMBTU of input fuel per MWh of electricity produced

» MMBTU = millions of British Thermal Units
» MWh = Megawatt-hour

• Average Heat Rate of Coal unit could be twice that of CCGT 
generation unit
– Even if price of coal is less than price of natural gas, economics 

could favor running CCGT unit because of lower heat rate
» 12 MMBTU/MWh x $2/MMBTU coal = $24/MWh from coal
» 7 MMBTU/MWh x $3/MMBTU gas = $21/MWh from gas
» Variable O&M cost for coal > Variable O&M cost for gas

• $/MW of capacity cost for coal-fired power unit greater than 
$/MW of capacity cost for natural gas-fired unit

21

Increased US Gas Use in Power Sector
• Many coal-fired generation unit owners are retiring units 

and proposing unit retirements
• Many claim that EPA regulations are causing these retirements

– Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) rules
• Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS) for coal-fired power 

plants
• Cross-State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR)

– Reduce SO2, NOx, and Particulate emissions
• At many existing power plants substantial new capital investments 

are necessary to meet these standards
– Economics (low-priced natural gas) appears to dominate 

these retirement decisions
• Most of these units are very old, 40 to 60 years old
• Have very high heat rates

– Replacing these units with modern natural gas-fired units 
makes economic sense and has environmental benefits
• Hedge against future carbon policy

22

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Benefits of Innovation in 

Unconventional Natural Gas

23
Most of reduction due to coal-to-gas switching

Start of Rapid Growth 
in Shale Gas Production

Will Current US Natural Gas Prices Persist?

24

Wall Street Thinks Cheap Gas Will Last for a While 
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What about the rest of 
the world?

25 26

Estimated Landed LNG Prices 
for April 2013 in $/MMBTU

US Coal delivered to Europe and Asia produces electricity at lower variable 
cost relative to Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
Currently, there are no operating LNG export facilities in North American to 
sell US natural gas in global market

The Challenge of Natural Gas Exports
– Bringing on-line an LNG export facility can take 

from 6 to 10 years
• From conception to initial production
• Environmental and regulatory hurdles in countries 

outside of the US likely to be less stringent than US
– Liquefaction of natural gas and regasification at 

destination involves energy losses
– Total cost for liquefaction, transportation, and 

regasification estimated to around $3/MMBTU 
– At current LNG prices in Europe and Asia, US 

price of natural gas plus $3/MMBTU total cost 
implies large potential profits for LNG exports
• Margins of roughly $3/MMBTU in Europe and 

$6/MMBTU in Asia

27

But the Rest of the World Has 
Substantial Shale Gas Reserves

28
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The “Other US Export”
– Horizontal drilling, hydraulic fracturing, and better 

seismic modeling technologies can be exported
– US firms excel at developing new technologies 

and exporting them to rest of the world
• Many US firms are currently attempting to apply these 

technologies around the world
– China has substantial shale gas reserves

• Many US firms are currently in or have proposed joint 
ventures with Chinese national oil companies to 
develop China’s shale gas reserves

• China has goal of meeting 6 percent of its energy 
needs from shale gas by 2020

– India also has shale gas reserves

29

Don’t Bet Against Ingenuity of US Firms
– Investing in LNG export facility is a bet against the ability of 

US firms to deploy horizontal drilling, hydraulic fracturing, 
and seismic modeling technologies outside of US

– Very likely that by the time US LNG export facility is built, a 
sufficient amount of shale gas resources will have been 
developed near large consuming regions
• If gas can be delivered by pipeline, the energy losses from 

liquefaction and regasification can be avoided
– More difficult for US LNG supplies to compete with domestic sources

• Some of these new sources of shale gas can enter LNG export 
market more quickly because of lower environmental and 
regulatory hurdles to constructing facilities in these countries

– US LNG suppliers will face greater competition from these LNG suppliers

– US firms could face a “build it and no one comes outcome” 
with LNG export facilities
• Similar to US experience with LNG import facilities a few years ago

30

The Case of Against the Triumph of the 
Ingenuity of US Firms Abroad

– US legal and regulatory institutions are unique
• Long history of property rights definition and enforcement in US
• Private ownership of mineral rights in US creates stakeholder interested 

in shale gas development
• Government ownership or muddled ownership of mineral rights creates 

only opposition
– US infrastructure is unique

• Natural gas transportation, storage, access to water and fracking 
chemicals

– Foreign governments may not allow US firms to access shale gas 
resources on commercially attractive terms 

– These factors clearly make shale gas development abroad more 
difficult than it is in the US
• Experience of US firms with deploying oil extraction technology around 

the world strongly supports argument that these challenges will be 
overcome

• Current price differential between imported LNG and expected domestic 
shale gas price in these countries is too attractive pass up

– US LNG export facilities can also be financed with revenues from 
long-term contracts to export US natural gas 31

Impact of US Unconventional 
Natural Gas on Global Coal 

Market

32
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Europe and Asia Demand More US Coal

33

Relative Prices are Driving 
European Electricity Sector in 
the Opposite Direction to US

34

The US in the Global Coal Market
(US is Saudi Arabia of Coal and China is not far behind)

35
Source:  IEA, 2012

36

Coal Producing Regions in the United States

Power River Basin Coal is extremely low sulfur,
0.04% to 0.6% by weight, versus 3% to 5% by
weight for midwestern and eastern coals
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Powder River Basin

37

• Power River Basin accounts for roughly 40 
percent of US Coal production

• Surface mining is extremely low cost way to 
extract coal

38

Power River Basin Coal Dominates US

39

Power River Basin Dominates US
Steam Coal Market 

Domestic Coal Prices

40

European Export Demand Growth Driving Appalachian Coal Price Increases
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• Rail networks play a major role in delivering coal 
to final consumers

• Unit train is composed of 100 to 120 cars that can 
be automatically loaded and unloaded
– Each car holds 100 to 115 tons of coal

41

Coal Transportation
• If natural gas prices remain near current levels 

due to shale gas boom
– US demand for steam coal likely to fall
– EPA regulations further reduce US steam coal demand

• Global coal demand has almost doubled since 
1980
– Demand in Asia grew by over 400% from 1980 to 2010
– Demand in China grew by over 500% from 1980 to 

2010
– In 2010, China accounted for 73% of Asia’s 

consumption and roughly 50% of global coal 
consumption

• Conclusion--US can become a major participant 
in global coal markets selling Powder River Basin 
coal to China, India, and Europe
– PESD Global Coal Model explores these issues 42

The Future of Global Coal Sector

The Impact of Unconventional 
Natural Gas on Renewables 

43

The Good News:  California 
Solar Photovoltaic System 

Cost in $/Watt

44

Yellow = Commercial Systems  and Blue = Residential Systems
Levelized Cost of Energy ≈ $250/MWh
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But Wind is Major Renewable 
Resource in US

45

Annual Wind Capacity 
Additions in US

46

Is Wind a Mature Technology?
$/MW Cost of Wind Capacity

47

Levelized Cost of Energy ≈ $100/MWh

48

Technical Change for All 
– Cheap natural gas reduces levelized cost of 

energy from combined cycle natural gas-fired 
technology
• Roughly a $60/MWh levelized cost of energy

– Although both solar and wind have 
experienced cost reductions, gap between 
levelized cost of wind and solar versus natural 
gas-fired generation has increased as a result 
of unconventional natural gas boom

– Important lesson—Competition to find least 
expensive energy services can reduce prices 
of both carbon intensive and low-carbon 
energy sources
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What to Do with US Shale Gas?

– Increase use of natural gas in US electricity 
sector 
• Already happening because of coal-to-gas switching
• Environmental regulations likely to increase use of gas 

in electricity sector
– Increase use of natural gas in transportation 

sector
• Compressed natural gas (CNG) for vehicles that travel 

in limited geographic areas
– Local buses and taxis

• LNG for long-distance trucking in major transportation 
corridors

• Both uses limit need for extensive re-fueling 
infrastructure investments

Large $/MMBTU Price Difference 
Between Gasoline and Natural Gas
(Significant Local and Global Environmental Benefits) 

Taken from Christopher Knittel’s presentation at PESD Annual Conference, 
“The Future US Role in Global Fossil Fuel Markets,” December 11, 2012

Conclusions 
• Supply of energy is continual battle between 

scarcity at existing technology and price and 
innovation that develops new technologies
– Thus far innovation appears to be winning

• Unconventional natural gas is most recent 
example of this type of innovation

• Wide-ranging impacts on global energy markets
– Coal-to-gas switching in US electricity sector

• Significant climate benefits
– Potential for natural gas exports from US

• Can also export technology
– US can become major global coal supplier
– Cheap domestic natural gas makes renewables even 

more expensive
– Expand natural gas use in US transportation sector 

52
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Climate Policy Implications 
• Climate Policy--Outstanding issue not discussed

– From perspective of US Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions 
unconventional natural gas is big winner

– Since 2008, GHG emissions reductions from coal-to-gas 
switching  many times larger than reductions from renewables 
investments in US

– Coal-to-gas switching requires no above-market costs
• Renewable investments require costly

– Renewable Portfolio Standards
– Production Tax Credit
– Accelerated Depreciation

• Global unconventional natural gas deployment can 
increase coal-to-gas switching which has substantial 
climate benefits
– Win-win situation, different from renewables policies

53

Climate Policy Implications 
• Climate Policy Implications

– Climate challenge is immense
• Massive private and public sector investments are required
• Private sector investments will dwarf public sector 

investments, even in Europe
• Private sector investments driven by price 

signals
– Private sector actors respond to profit-making 

opportunities
• Conclusion--Setting appropriate price signals 

key addressing climate challenge
– Prices of energy
– Prices of carbon

54

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Benefits of Innovation in 

Unconventional Natural Gas

55
Most of reduction due to coal-to-gas switching

Questions/Comments

56
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Coal is the world’s fastest growing fossil fuel 
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CO2 Emissions Implications

Source:  IEA, 2012
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Using Information to Improve the 
Effectiveness of Nonlinear 
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Outline of Talk
• The Promise of the “Smart Grid”
• Behavioral aspects of electricity demand
• Two different utilities and nonlinear pricing schedules

• Five-Step Price Schedule—Utility A
• Two-Step Price Schedule—Utility B

• Informational treatment experimental design 
• Selection of Intend-to-treat, Treatment, and Control samples

• Informational Treatment Description
• Customer’s location on nonlinear price schedule
• Teach consumers how actions translate into dollars

• Description of experiment implementation
• Data collected and analysis performed

• Discussion of empirical results
• Conclusions from analysis on role of information
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Smart Grid
• Unclear exactly what the smart grid is, but 

it does include
– Interval meters
– Storage and load flexibility technology
– Automated response technology

• Technology, without information or an 
incentive for the consumer to use it, is 
unlikely yields economic benefits

• Two important necessary conditions 
ignored in discussions of smart grid
– Information provision
– Dynamic Pricing 3

Why Active Participation is Essential
• Many jurisdictions have ambitious renewable energy goals

– California has 33 percent renewable energy share goal by 2020
• Renewables are often unavailable during peak periods

– During July 2006 heat storm, July 24 demand in California ISO control 
area hit a 1 in 50 year peak of 50,200 MW

• Less than 5 percent of installed wind capacity was operating at the time
– In California, wind energy comes primarily during night and solar energy 

can only come during the day
• Cloud cover can significantly reduce solar PV output

– Wind and solar output are highly positively correlated across 
locations in California

• If there is no wind at one location, there is likely to be no wind at others

• Major factor driving need for dynamic pricing—High wholesale prices 
do not cause more wind or solar energy to be produced
– As share of renewable energy grows final consumers must supply more 

“dispatchable negawatts” to maintain system balance
• Load-shifting or investments in energy storage technologies 4
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Solar Output During Daylight Hours
in California ISO Control Area
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Economics of Energy Efficiency
• Variation in electricity demand throughout day and year

– On 7/24/06 demand ranged from 28,300 MW to 50,200 MW
– 50,200 MW is still historic peak for California ISO system

• Average MW consumption per hour during 2006
– Approximately 27,000 MW
– Peak demand for 2006 is 50,200 MW

• Reducing peak demand through active participation
– Eliminate need to construct new generation capacity
– Can retire old inefficient units located close to large cities 

• Significant fraction of generation capacity used very 
infrequently
– In California approximately 5,000 MW (10 percent of peak demand) 

used less than 2 percent of hours of the year
– With climate change larger fraction is likely to be used even less 

frequently

8
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California Summer Loads Conditions:  1998 to 2009
(Peaks are More Variable than Total Demand)

9

California ISO Control Area
Annual

10

Barriers to Active Participation
• Substantial state-level regulatory barriers to 

active participation
– “Consumers must be protected from short-term price risk”
– “Electricity is a right, not a commodity”

• Wolak, Frank (2007) “Managing Demand-Side Economic and Political Constraints on Electricity 
Industry Re-structuring Processes,” on web-site.

• Stakeholders in regulatory process realize few, 
if any, benefits from active participation 

– Most lose--Regulatory staff, Generation unit owners, Distribution utilities

• Only consumers can realize benefits
– Wolak, Frank (2010) “An Experimental Comparison of Critical Peak and 

Hourly Pricing: The PowerCentsDC Program,” on web-site
– Wolak, Frank (2006) “Residential Customer Response to Real-Time 

Pricing: The Anaheim Critical-Peak Pricing Experiment,” on web-site 
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Necessary Conditions for Active Participation
• Lack of hourly metering of final demand makes it 

impossible to set hourly retail prices that pass-through 
hourly wholesale price
– Customer reduces monthly bill by same amount by reducing 

consumption by 1 KWh during hour when wholesale price is 
$5000/MWh as he does when price is $0/MWh

• Economics of hourly meters is rapidly changing because 
of technological change
– Modern hourly meters are read remotely by wireless or wireline 

technology
– Interval metering investment in California justified primarily 

using labor cost saving and increased outage monitoring quality
• All California investor-owned utilities have interval 

meters in place for all customers
– Need retail prices and information provision that maximize the 

benefits consumers realize from these meters
12
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Information and Consumer Behavior
• Most electricity retailers charge according to a 

nonlinear price schedule
– Price paid for last KWh depends on a how much 

energy consumer has used during billing cycle 
• Implication—Where consumer is on nonlinear 

price schedule determines cost of incremental 
use of energy-consuming appliance
– Price steps on nonlinear price schedules can vary 

substantially
• Highest price step can be almost 3 times that of 

lowest price step for Utility A

13

Information and Consumer Behavior
• Consumer needs up-to-date information on 

costs of its energy-consuming actions to make 
informed choices

• Electricity demand is a derived from the demand 
for services from electricity-consuming durable 
goods
– Watching television, washing clothes or dishes, using 

computer
– How energy-using appliance use translates into 

dollars depends on where customer is on nonlinear 
price schedule

• Research question—Does teaching households 
how their electricity consuming actions translate 
into dollars  impact electricity consumption? 14

Information Experiment
• Experiment implemented for two California 

utilities
– Utility A—Five-step nonlinear price schedule
– Utility B—Two-step nonlinear price schedule

• Random sample of customers in each utility 
service territory chosen
– Customers then randomly assigned to control (C) and 

invited-to-treat (ITT) groups

15

Nonlinear Price Schedules

16
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Information Experiment
• Customers in ITT group for each utility were 

asked to take treatment
– Letter sent to billing address of Utility A customers
– E-mail sent to e-mail address of Utility B customers

• ITT Customers promised Amazon gift cards 
with randomly assigned amounts
– Utility A--$10, $20, $25, $30, $35, and $50
– Utility B---of $0, $10, 20, $20, $30, $40 and $50

17

Experimental Design

18

Experimental Design Utility A
Intent-to-Treat Group Size (Invited) 12,273 customers
Treatment Group Size (Invited and Accepted) 1,227 customers
Control Group Size 10,964 customers
1st Letter Sent August 1, 2011
2nd Letter Sent August 18, 2011
3rd Letter Sent September 26, 2011
Period of Analysis 2/1/2011 to 1/31/2012 (monthly 

data)

Experimental Design Utility B
Intent-to-Treat Group Size (Invited) 5,715
Treatment Group Size (Invited and Accepted) 785
Control Group Size 1,000
1st E-mail Sent October 18, 2011
2nd Letter Sent October 26, 2011
Period of Analysis 5/1/2011 to 2/29/2012 (monthly 

data)

Treatment Response Rates

19

For both experiments, response rate was monotone in Amazon Gift Card Amount
Response rates are higher for Utility B customers (solicited by e-mail)

Offering money appears to more than double response rate

Utility B Gift Card Amounts and Response Rates
Amazon 

Amount ($)
Number 
Offered

Cards 
Sent

Sent/Offered % Standard 
Error %

0 1800 108 6.00% 0.56%
10 1500 181 12.10% 0.84%
20 1100 142 12.90% 1.01%
30 900 150 16.70% 1.24%
40 700 121 17.30% 1.43%
50 500 83 16.60% 1.66%

Overall 6500 785 12.10% 0.40%

Utility A Gift Card Amounts and Response Rates
Amazon 

Amount ($)
Number 
Offered

Cards 
Sent

Sent/Offered % Standard 
Error %

10 700 34 4.90% 0.82%
20 3437 283 8.20% 0.47%
25 3161 291 9.20% 0.51%
30 3053 298 9.70% 0.54%
35 2949 299 10.10% 0.55%
50 200 22 11.00% 2.21%

Overall 13500 1227 9.10% 0.25%

Information Experiment
• On-line “information treatment” (roughly 20 to 30 minutes 

required to complete it)
– Shows customer nonlinear price schedule they face and where 

they were on that schedule during most recent months
– Takes an inventory of customer’s energy consuming durable 

goods and utilization of these durable goods
– Suggests energy savings actions that customer could undertake 

based on appliance inventory and current utilization and shows 
expected impact on monthly electricity bill

• Interactive and allowed customer to consider many options, including 
increasing consumption, and then asked customers to “commit” to actions

– Following completion of treatment, customer is sent Amazon Gift 
code and follow-up .pdf file to remind them of their “commitments

• Customers generally had positive response to 
“information treatment”

20
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Comments from Survey Participants
-"This was simply awesome and right on time. It was a great way to 

empower the customer on ways they can change their lifestyles to keep 
dollars in their pockets. I loved it! Thank you Utility B and Stanford!!"

-"This was a great workshop. I always though that you should keep all 
vents open because if some are closed it makes the air conditioner 
force my cold air through the other open vents. I also enjoyed the 
interactive graphs to see areas if you were to cut how much money you 
save. But most of all I now understand the tiers. My goal is to make tier 
1 last longer and use less tier 2.” 

-"This was a neat workshop! I've totally learned more about our electricity 
bill and will work on using more energy efficient items throughout our 
home. I did not experience any technical difficulties and this was well 
worth the 20 minutes! Thank you."

An Alternative Opinion...
- I answered all fake answers because there is way to much marketing crap in this survey that you will end up 

tying to my email address.  Also, there are way too many ""personal stuff in home"" questions; in case you 
guys are really burglars and are just surveying what stuff I have and when my home will be vacant.  And now 
that I've logged in using the credentials you mailed me, to the address that you have logged for me and 
mailed the letter to, you've verified my mailing address (to swing by and steal my stuff when I told you the 
house would be vacant).  Now I can expect some nice mail spam to come along soon to my postal mailbox 
too.  Also, if u r SCE, all the stuff I admit to using and owning will ultimately be used against me, and you'll 
charge me more.  I'm amazed at what a scam this really could be.  It's brilliant.  You run me through a little 
""tiers"" class to ""get me in the mood"".  You collect my demographic info and my email, and then sell that off 
to spammers.  Then u get my ""stuff in home"" info and find out when people are in the home, so you know 
when to rip me off and what your shopping list is.  If I answered more than one fridge, you'd probably put me 
on a black list as an energy waster.  If I answered that I set my thermostat to anything below 100 degrees in 
the summer, you'd probably send over a bunch of genuine, San Francisco, liberal, democrat, hit-men to 
just kill me. No way guys.  This will never work.  Only fools would hand u this much personal info.  
Although, this was a good try, and probably done with good intentions.  Ultimately some over-educated, 
highly-paid ""panel"" of ""experts"" wasting our utility money cooked this up to update your customer 
databases with ""great client insight""; or you guys are unaffiliated with SCE and are brilliant identity thieves.  
Very nice either way...  This was genius.  But just in case you're not SCE and are planning on ""swinging 
by""...I'll give you a hint.  I fly an American flag, I'm a member of the NRA, an OC Sheriff lives 4 homes away 
from me, and my neighbors and I are all armed...or maybe not.  Stop by and find out.  Good hours for me are 
between 10pm and 6am.  I tend to be tired and make poor decisions between those hours. Lastly, just in 
case all this really is real and from SCE, then most of my answers are real, and I do make under $25k/yr and 
have no appliances; so put me on your socialist ""we'll give u free power if you've chosen to sit at home and 
drink cheap beer instead of going to college"" list and lower my power bill.  ...or, at least increase the size of 
my 2nd tier.  That would be fantastic.  It's way thin compared to all the others. (See, I did learn something 
after all)

Data Compiled
• Utility A--Customer-level consumption data for at least six 

months before intervention and six months after
• Utility B—Customer-level consumption data for at least 

five months before intervention and five months after
• Examine whether randomization into ITT and control 

group was valid and extent to which there is selection into 
treatment group based on pre-interventional consumption
– Let 	equal the average daily consumption during month m by 

customer i in group k 

• For each month, compute empirical distribution of 
consumption for each group

	 ∑ ≤ t)

k=ITT, Control, Treatment, ITT-but-declined-treatment 23

Randomization and Selection
• Under the assumption that the , i=1,2,…,Nk are 

independent and identically distributed within month m 
for each group k with population distribution equal 
to	 , perform the hypothesis test:  

: 		 	 	 versus		 : 		 	 	 ,
using the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic

KS = 		 |	 	 |
• Perform test for each month during pre-intervention 

period
• ITT and Control Groups
• Treatment and ITT-but-Declined-Treatment Groups

24
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Randomization and Selection

25

Table 3A:  Test of Equality of Monthly ITT and Control Distributions
During Pre-Invention Period for Utility A

Number in Control Group = 11,500
Number in ITT Group = 13,500

Month of 2011 KS Statistic P-Value
January 0.0137 0.193
February 0.0172 0.051
March 0.0131 0.236
April 0.0170 0.052
May 0.0152 0.115
June 0.0149 0.126
July 0.0167 0.061

Table 3B:  Test of Equality of Monthly Treatment and ITT-But-
Declined Treatment Distributions During 

Pre-Intervention Period for Utility A
Number in Treatment Group = 1,227

Number in ITT-But-Declined Treatment Group = 12,273
Month of 2011 KS Statistic P-Value

January 0.0238 0.551
February 0.0303 0.256
March 0.0296 0.283
April 0.0265 0.415
May 0.0318 0.208
June 0.0195 0.789
July 0.0317 0.211

Table 3:   Kolomogorov-Smirnov Test of Equality of Pre-Invention 
Distributions of Average Daily Consumption by Month for Utility A

Randomization and Selection

26

Table 4A:  Test of Equality of Monthly ITT and Control Distributions
During Pre-Invention Period for Utility B

Month of 2011 KS Statistic P-Value Number in 
Control

Number 
in ITT

May 0.0232 0.742 993 6,461
June 0.0234 0.732 996 6,474
July 0.0175 0.968 914 5,986

August 0.0223 0.823 916 5,997
September 0.0284 0.542 917 5,992

Table 4B:  Test of Equality of Monthly Treatment and ITT-But-
Declined Treatment Distributions During 

Pre-Intervention Period for Utility B
Month of 2011 KS Statistic P-Value Number in 

Treatment
Number 

in
ITT-But-
Declined

May 0.0531 0.038 783 5,678
June 0.0455 0.110 782 5,692
July 0.0551 0.033 747 5,239

August 0.0581 0.005 747 5,250
September 0.0541 0.042 747 5,245

Table 4:   Kolomogorov-Smirnov Test of Equality
of Pre-Invention Distributions of Average Daily 

Consumption by Month for Utility B

Randomization and Selection
• No evidence against null hypothesis of valid 

randomization for both Utility A and B
• No evidence against null hypothesis of no selection into 

treatment group based on pre-intervention consumption 
for Utility A

• Some evidence against null hypothesis of no selection 
into treatment group based on pre-intervention 
consumption for Utility B
– Unclear if result due to data errors or failure of null hypothesis
– Currently working with Utility B to obtain updated monthly billing 

quality data

27

Treatment Effects Analysis
• For each customer compute 

– Define Yi = -		
– 	mean average daily consumption for all months during the 

pre-intervention time period for household i.  
– 	mean average daily consumption for all months during the 

post-intervention time period for household i
– Intervention date is first date letters (Utility A) or e-mails (Utility B) 

were sent to households
• Indicator variables

– Treat(i) = 1 if customer is in treatment group, 0 if customer i is in control 
or ITT-but-declined-Treatment groups

– TierJi equals 1 if customer i ‘s marginal price (price step customer ended 
billing cycle at) for most recent month before intervention was Tier J, 
otherwise variable equals zero

• For Utility A, J=5 and Utility B, J=2
28
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Impact of Marginal Price Information
• Initial conditions—Household only knows monthly 

electricity bill is B dollars and its consumption is E KWhs.  
– Household concludes that it faces a price of pA ≡ B/E for 

electricity.  
– Assume the household has a budget constraint of M dollars and 

purchases composite good X, that has a price of pX.

– Household’s preferences are assumed to be described by the 
utility function, U(E,X), which is increasing in each argument.  

• Average price utility maximization problem is:
– Max{E,X} U(E,X) subject to pX X + pA E = M
– If E* and X* are the solutions to this problem then they satisfy the 

following first-order condition: UX(E*,X*)/pX = UE(E*,X*)/pA, where 
US(E*,X*) is the partial derivative of U(E,X) of with respect to S for 
S=E,X evaluated at (E*,X*). 

29

Impact of Marginal Price Information
• Suppose that E* > E1 (actual consumption beyond first 

price step) which implies that p1 < pA < p2.
– Household receives our information treatment and is notified that 

its monthly marginal price is p2 and that it in fact faces an IBT 
pricing structure.  

• Household utility-maximization problem now becomes:

Max{E,X} U(E,X) subject to 
pX X + p2 max((E – E1),0) + p1 min(E1,E) = M.

• If E+ and X+ are the solutions to this problem then they 
satisfy the following first-order condition:  

UX(E+,X+)/pX = UE(E+,X+)/p2 because the household 
has been told that p2 is its monthly marginal price.  

30

Impact of Marginal Price Information

• Implications of notifying household of its marginal price
• If p2 > pA, UE(E*,X*)/pA > UE(E*,X*)/p2, which implies that E+ < E*, 

household reduces consumption when notified that  pA < p2

• Similar logic implies that If household is notified that it on first 
pricing tier (pA > p1), then household increases consumption

• This motivates pre-intervention tier-specific treatment 
effects analysis for Utility A and Utility B
• Expect education treatment to lead to increased consumption for 

first tier
• Expect education treatment to lead to reduced consumption for 

higher price tiers

31

Treatment Effects Models
• Treatment Effects Model estimated for pooled ITT (treat 

and ITT-but-Declined Treatment) and control sample
	 	 ∗ 	 ,

where β is the overall average treatment effect
• Estimate same model for pre-intervention tier sub-samples

– Five subsamples for Utility A
– Two subsamples for Utility B

• Simple measurement framework allows comparing 
histograms for treatment versus control and ITT-but-
declined treatment samples for graphical approach to 
estimation

32
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33

Overall Treatment Effect--Utility A

34

Treatment Effect--Utility A, Tier 1

35

Treatment Effect—Utility A—Tiers 2&3

Tier 2 Tier 3

36

Treatment Effect—Utility A—Tiers 4&5

Tier 4 Tier 5
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37

Overall Treatment Effect--Utility B

38

Treatment Effect—Utility A—Tiers 1&2

Tier 1 Tier 2

Information Experiment Results
• Overall treatment effect for both programs is 

negative
– Roughly 3% of daily average consumption for Utility A
– Roughly 1.5% of daily average consumption for Utility 

B
• Consumers on lower tier consume more in 

response to information treatment 
• Consumers on higher tier consume less in 

response to information treatment
– Higher-priced tiers have larger treatment effects

39

Information Experiment Results
• Also estimate local average treatment effects 

(LATE) using instrumental variable 
– ITTi = 1 if customer is in the ITT group and zero if 

customer is in control group
– Instrumental variables results are much larger in 

absolute value  relative to treatment effects estimates, 
but are of same sign

– Consistent with LATE being a treatment effect on 
“compilers” only

– Similar results obtained using Amazon amount-specific indicator 
variables

• 6 for Utility A
• 7 for Utility B

40
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Conclusions
• Results for both Utility A and Utility B 

demonstrate that information provision is 
important factor in allowing consumers to 
participate actively in wholesale market

• Need to provide price signal and information on 
how customer’s actions impact monthly bill
– Price signals without information are unlikely to be as 

effective as price signals with information 
• Low-cost intervention that appears to achieve 

economically meaningful total demand reduction

41

Questions/Comments
For more information:

http://wolak.stanford.edu/~wolak

42
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Stress‐Testing Cap and 
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Cap and Trade Mechanisms
• Many jurisdictions are considering or have implemented cap and 

trade mechanisms to price greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
– European Union Emission Trading System (EU-ETS)
– California
– South Korea
– Australia
– Quebec

• Important to understand distribution of future allowance prices
– Ensure that adequate safeguards are in place to prevent 

unacceptably high prices that may cause program to be 
shutdown

– Assess likelihood prices end up at price floor or at zero
– Example potential for privately profitable strategies that reduce 

market performance
• Corner the market for allowances

Outline of Presentation
• Based on “Forecasting Supply and Demand Balance In California’s 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Cap and Trade Market,” Emissions 
Market Assessment Committee (EMAC) report

• Report results of forecasting future distribution of GHG emissions 
allowance prices for California’s Cap and Trade Mechanism

• California has a hybrid mechanism with 
– Price floor and 
– Price containment reserve (PCR)

• Market price of allowances determined by intersection of business‐
as‐usual (BAU) emissions less emissions cap with supply curve of 
mitigation

• Considerable uncertainty over BAU emissions
– High correlation between level of economic activity and emissions

• Results emphasize need for mechanism to defend maximum price

General Approach
• Estimate probability model for future business‐as‐usual 

(BAU) GHG emissions
– BAU emissions minus cap is “demand” for abatement

• Consider scenarios of complimentary measure impacts
– Measures that are not directly responsive to allowance prices

• Consider scenarios of abatement ``supply’’ in response to 
varying allowance price levels

• Combine these to forecast distribution of future 
allowance prices
– Probability of prices at floor
– Probability above floor and below PCR price
– Probability of prices in PCR
– Probability at price above PCR price
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Assumptions on Timing
• Main analysis assumes years/phases fully 
integrated over time through banking

• Banking—Allowances can be “banked” for 
later use
– Inter‐temporal arbitrage of allowance prices

• Aggregate emissions, complimentary 
measures, and abatement over 8 years

• All calculations based upon 8‐year totals

California’s AB 32
• Statewide greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) 

limit equivalent to 1990 emissions levels to be 
achieved by 2020
– Controls all GHGs
– Sets GHG limit in terms of annual maximum GHGs 

emissions in tons of carbon dioxide equivalents
• Exchange rate to convert each GHG to carbon dioxide 

equivalent
– Statewide GHG = total annual emissions in the state, 

including all emissions from GHG from the generation 
of electricity delivered to and consumed in California, 
accounting for transmission and distribution losses, 
whether the electricity generated in the state or 
imported

• Raises issue of resource shuffling (more on this later)

California’s AB 32
• ARB may use market-based compliance 

mechanisms
– Allows trading of GHGs emissions allowances

• “Cap and Trade” mechanism for managing GHGs
– Distribute emissions allowances “in a manner that is 

equitable, seeks to minimize costs and maximize the 
total benefits to California, and encourages early action 
to reduce GHGs emissions”

• California uses fractional output-based updating 
and periodic auctions of remaining allowances
– Emitting 1 ton of CO2 in year t entitles firm to X (0 < X 

<1) allowances for year t+1 
– Magnitude of X is industry-specific and depends on 

degree of import competition faced by industry
– Makes supply curve of mitigation more inelastic

Supply of Abatement
Allowance 
Price

GHG Reductions

0

Complementary 
Measures

Costless 
Reshuffling

Costly
Reshuffling

Offsets

Industrial Processes Changes;
Fuels consumption

$40

$50

$10.5
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Reshuffling of GHG Emissions
• Stylized facts about electricity in California

– California obtains more than 25% of its energy from imports
– California is part of electrically interconnected Western Electricity 

Coordinating Council (WECC)
• Physics of electricity delivery implies that it is impossible 

to tell which plant is selling to which customer
– Electricity injected into network flows according to path of least 

resistance
– Supply must equal demand at every instance in time and at every 

location in network
• Automatic Generation Control (AGC) units ensure this is the case

• Bathtub model of electricity network
– Suppliers inject electricity into network
– Consumers withdraw electricity from network

NERC Regional Reliability Councils

California Electricity Facts
• Many ways to create “source of electricity” 

consumed by a specific customer
• Historically generation unit “selling energy” 

to customer is created by a forward 
financial contract
– Buy 200 MWh contract from generation unit
– Verify that generation unit produced at least 

200 MWh during that hour
– Generation unit is deemed to have delivered 

200 MWh of electricity to customer

Reshuffling of GHG Emissions
• How would reshuffling occur?

– In response to price of carbon, California load-
serving entities sign long-term supply arrangements 
with green and high-efficiency fossil fuel suppliers 
in and outside of California

• Utilities outside of California need to purchase 
electricity to sell to their consumers
– They are not restricted in purchases from brown 

suppliers
• Brown suppliers face less demand and sell at lower prices

• Virtually all of generation capacity in WECC is 
needed to meet annual demand peaks
– Less than 200 MW of spare capacity was available 

in entire WECC during July 2006 heat storm in 
California
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Reshuffling of GHG Emissions
• Implications of above facts--If there is 

sufficient green and high-efficiency fossil 
fuel to capacity in WECC to meet 
California’s 1992 GHG emissions then 
contract reshuffling could be complete
– Same WECC generation units operate and 

same GHGs produced, but California just pays 
higher price for electricity than surrounding 
states

– Higher GHG emissions are also possible 
because of inefficient dispatch of generation 
resources in WECC

Load-Based--Before Cap
• CA demand 

– 750
• Rest of West demand

– 1500
• CA supply

– 250 brown
– 250 green

• Rest of West supply
– 1250 brown
– 500 green

• Currently CA buys 
– 250 brown from CA
– 250 green from CA
– 250 brown from ROW

Load-Based--After Cap
• CA buys 

– 250 green from CA
– 500 green from ROW

• ROW buys
– 250 brown from CA
– 1250 brown from 

ROW
• No change in GHG 

emissions in WECC
– Reshuffling complete

Reshuffling of GHG Emissions
Summary of Capacity and Generation Supply and Demand

Able to Meet California GHG Cap
Annual MWh MW of

Capacity
Excess clean supply (MWh)

Total WECC 
Supply 582,000,000 112,222.80

Total WECC 
Supply Able 
to Meet 
GHG Cap 325,000,000 77,925.69

Average Demand 
CA 289,000,000 32,968.73 36,000,000

Average Demand 
Rest of 
WECC 490,000,000 55,898.54

Total Demand 
WECC 779,000,000 88,867.27
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Electricity Supply in Rest of WECC
• Unless California GHG emissions policies can 

influence operation of generation units outside of 
state, they will have no impact on GHG emissions in 
rest of WECC

• Coal is low variable cost source of electricity relative to 
natural gas-fired units at current natural gas prices
– Will operate if rest of WECC does not adopt GHG policies that 

price GHG emissions

• Nuclear and renewables will operate if available
• California cannot impact which natural gas and oil-

fired units operate outside of California?
– These are under control of vertically-integrated utility

• Extent of reshuffling is major source “mitigation 
supply” uncertainty

Figure 1
Supply of Abatement

Allowance 
Price

GHG Reductions

0

Complementary 
Measures

Costless 
Reshuffling

Costly
Reshuffling

Offsets

Industrial Processes Changes;
Fuels consumption

$40

$50

$10.5

475– 710 mmTons

40 – 65 mmTons

121.8 mmTons

Figure 2
Hypothetical Distribution of Abatement Demand  (BAU minus 

Allowances Outside Containment Reserve) vs Abatement Supply
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Hypothetical Distribution of Abatement Demand  (BAU minus 

Allowances Outside Containment Reserve) vs Abatement Supply
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Figure 2
Hypothetical Distribution of Abatement Demand  (BAU minus 

Allowances Outside Containment Reserve) vs Abatement Supply

Allowance 
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GHG Reductions

0

$40

$50

$10.5 Probability 
above lowest 
Containment 
Reserve Price

Probability at 
or below 
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Probability 
of exhausting 
Containment 
Reserve 

Figure 2
Hypothetical Distribution of Abatement Demand  (BAU minus 

Allowances Outside Containment Reserve) vs Abatement Supply
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Figure 3
Possible Density Functions of Allowance Price
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Price = X
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Model for BAU Emissions
• Estimate time series model of drivers of sectoral greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions and sectoral emissions intensity
– Model allows for economic activity in sector to increase yet GHG intensity of 

sector to fall
• Use model to construct a distribution of future GHG emissions from 2013 

to 2020 that accounts for
– Uncertainty in econometric model parameter estimates

• Estimation Error
– Uncertainty in future values of unobservables in econometric model

• Prediction Error
• Model assumes all variables are 2nd‐order stationary in growth rates but 

allows for linear combinations of elements of model to be stationary
– Co‐integration restrictions imposed in estimation and simulation that reflect 

“equilibrium” relationships between variables in model
– Imposing these restrictions improves forecasting accuracy of model
– Model uncertainty is a third source of uncertainty 

• Not explicitly taken into account in distribution of future GHG emissions, but estimated 
distributions are very similar across a wide range of models that assumed variables are  
2nd‐order stationary in growth rates
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Model for BAU Emissions
Let Xt = (X1t, X2t, …, X9.t)' denote the vector composed of the nine annual magnitudes 
included in the VAR for year t, t=1990, 1991,…,2010.  The elements of Xt are:
Three Measures of GHG Intensity per Unit of Economic Activity
X1t  = [(Industrial GHG Emissions+Natural Gas and Other GHG Emissions)/Real State GSP]
X2t  = [Transportation Sector GHG Emissions/Total Vehicle Miles Traveled]
X3t  = [In‐state Electricity Sector GHG Emissions/Total Instate Electricity Production]
Three Measures  of Economic Activity 
X4t  = [Real State GSP]
X5t =  [Total Vehicle Miles Traveled]
X6t  = [Total In‐state Electricity Production in Terawatt‐hours]
Two Drivers of Economic Activity
X7t  = [Real Oil Price in dollars per barrel]
X8t  = [In‐state Electricity Consumption in Terawatt‐hours]
Allocating Emissions Across Sectors
X9t  = [(Industrial GHG Emissions)/(Natural Gas and Other GHG Emissions)]
All real dollar magnitudes are expressed in 2005 dollars.  
All GHG emissions are in Tons of CO2‐equivalents. 

Model for BAU Emissions
Define Yit = ln(Xit) for i=1,2,…,9 and Yt = (Y1t, Y2t, …, Y9,t)'.  

Econometric model specified in terms of Yt because Rit = Yit – Yit‐1 is continuously 
compounded growth in Xi during period t

Vector Autoregression Regression (VAR) that is stationary in first‐differences can 
be written as 

Yt = Θ1Yt‐1 + Θ2Yt‐2 + εt

where each Θi (i=1,2) is a (9x9) matrix of constants, and εt is a (9x1) white noise 
sequence with mean μ and covariance matrix Ω. 

Recall that εt (t=1,2,…,T) being a white noise sequence implies that realizations of εt
are uncorrelated over time 

Co‐integration implies that (I – Θ1 – Θ2) =  γα‘ where both γ is (9 x r) and α are (9 x r) 
rank r (0 < r < 9) matrices and I is a (9x9) identity matrix 

Model for BAU Emissions
Preliminary data analysis finds that null hypothesis that r = 4 cannot be rejected

Four stationary linear combinations of elements of Yt
Four “long‐run equilibrium” relations between elements of Yt

We impose these restrictions on elements of Θ1 and Θ2  in model estimation and to
construct distribution of  (YT+1,YT+2,….YT+9,YT+10)  for T=2010, so that T+1 = 2011 and 
T+10 = 2020

Account for two sources of uncertainty in value of (YT+1,YT+2,….YT+9,YT+10) 
Uncertainty in values of Θ1, Θ2,μ and Ω because these are estimated 
from historical data
Uncertainty in realizations of εt given values of μ and Ω 

Use 2‐step smoothed bootstrap approach to compute estimate of F(YT+1,YT+2,….YT+9,YT+10) 

Have information on real California Gross State Product (GSP) for 2011 and 2012
Compute F[(YT+1,YT+2,….YT+9,YT+10 )|GSP(2011),GSP(2012)], distribution 
of (YT+1,YT+2,….YT+9,YT+10) conditional on actual values of GSP(2011) and GSP(2012)

Model for BAU Emissions
From F[(YT+1,YT+2,….YT+9,YT+10 )|GSP(2011),GSP(2012)] can apply change of variables
to compute an estimate of distribution of state‐wide GHG emissions for

Phase I = electricity and industrial processes for 2013, 2014
Phase II = Phase I + transportation and natural gas for 2015 to 2020

Cap three emissions intensity measures at in‐sample median, 75th percentile, or 
maximum in constructing future GHG emissions

If realized value of intensity is greater than cap, then re‐set value to equal cap 
and multiply by economic activity measure to obtain sectoral GHG emissions

Compute distribution of cumulative GHG emissions covered by cap for 2013 
through 2020

Sum of GHG emissions covered from start of program though end of each year

Report E(Cumulative Sum of Covered GHG Emissions| GSP(2011),GSP(2012)] 
for each  year from 2013 to 2020

Compute pointwise (for each year) upper and lower 95% confidence intervals  
for each conditional expectation of cumulative annual GHG emissions
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Figure 4a
Estimated Business‐As‐Usual Emissions
(with GHG Ratios to Other Factors Bounded Above at Median Levels)

Figure 4b
Estimated Business‐As‐Usual Emissions
(GHG Ratios to Other Factors Bounded Above at 75th Percentile)

Figure 4c
Estimated Business‐As‐Usual Emissions

(GHG Ratios to Other Factors Bounded Above at Maximum) Supply of Abatement
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Three Abatement Scenarios

• Low Availability:  
– 475 MMT from comp. and low price policies
– Medium price response 

• Medium Availability:
– 583 MMT from comp. and low price policies
– Low price response

• High Availability:
– 710 MMT from comp. and low price policies
– Medium price response

Figure 5
Allowance Price Probabilities by Scenario
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General Points

• Very skewed distribution of possible prices
– High probability on low and high prices
– Virtually no probability on intermediate prices
– Non‐trivial probability of exhausting allowance reserve
– Steeper abatement curves and fatter tails on expected 
emissions magnify this effect

• Without allowance banking, ``width’’ of the segments 
from the abatement supply curve narrow
– Prices would not be the same every year
– Probability of extreme prices in any given year increase

Policy Implications
• Allowance revenues could fall well below previous forecasts.

– Floor price most likely outcome
– Lower sales needed to maintain floor price

• Small, but real chance of reaching and exhausting allowance 
reserve before end of 2020.
– Specific policies to respond to potential exhaustion of reserve are 

needed
– EMAC Recommendation—Borrow reserves from future post‐2020 

compliance period to defend $50/Ton maximum allowance price
• Prices could be volatile as market updates to new information

– Small swings in BAU or abatement could lead to large prices swings
– Credible hard defense of price ceiling could limit attempts of market 

participants to create artificial scarcity of allowances to raise prices
• Limits price upside of these strategies
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Questions/Comments
For more information:

http://wolak.stanford.edu/~wolak
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